
       How the Universe Works  -- Side 11
  

Example #7:  Using the 2nd  orange kinematics and quadratic formula to find time.        ax
           vox     

How many seconds does it take a dragster moving at   50 mph   undergoing an avg acceleration of      75 ft/s/s     to travel 
   one eighth of a mile    ?                    Δx

   Drawing:             t = ??   There’s the C, L, and D.  Now we have to choose the correct equation.
                   Δx = 0.125 mi                It looks like the best orange equation  to attack this with is the 2nd one.        

    vo = 50 mph      a = 75 ft/s/s                      

€ 

Δx = voxt +
1
2
axt

2      To solve for t we have to use the physics quad. formula  

Isolating   t :   

€ 

t =
−V0x ± V0x

2 + 2axΔx
ax    Now we plug in the numbers  . . .  uh oh . . .  dog gone it! We 

have a unit problem.  Since the answer has to be in  seconds, we should first get everything in terms of sec and feet.  

          1 hr                   50  mi           5280 ft        264,000       =       73.3 ft/sec                         1  mi              5280  ft                 =    660 ft
       3600 sec                hr               mi                3600                           8                  mi

                            Now we can plug in to the quadratic  formula:    
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−73.3 ft
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−73.3 ft
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± 5373 ft
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=
−73.3 ft

s
± 323 ft

s

75 ft
s2

= 3.33 sec

Unit Analysis Problems . . . 
Suggested method for solving a  complicated mixed up units problem by kinematics  combined with unit analysis. 
   #1     All numbers you write must have units.
   #2     Draw a horizontal line with a  few vertical slashes. Leave room on the right for more if needed.
   #3     Read the problem and see if any preliminary work is required.  Sometimes  you need to determine the best  

 equation to use to solve a difficult problem  or if an initial graph needs to be sketched out. If so, do this first. 
  #4 Determine what units the answer will end up with. To the far  right of the line you're working on, write down a 

blank for your numerical answer with the proper units.     
             (Note: If you were taught another method for steps 5   &  6, feel free to use that method.)   
   #5     On the left, write down either a conversion factor or a given number from the problem which has units that are     
              the same as all or part of the units of the answer
   #6     Use "clever forms of one" (conversion factors) and given information from the problem  to convert units   
             you  were given in the problem into the units that are  in your answer.   
   #7    Write whether the slot represents a given, a constant (may be squared or cubed).
   #8     When all units have canceled except the units in your answer, the hard part is done!  Draw a double slash to      
              signify that all units are accounted for.  
   # 9     Multiply all numbers on top of the line, write down that answer on the far right on top of the line, then          
              multiply all the numbers in the problem below the line, write down that answer on the far right on the bottom    
              of the line.  Finally, divide the top number in your answer by the bottom number in your answer. Write down  
              this final answer with the correct units and box it in.   


